
 

 

PAVITRAPAVITRAPAVITRAPAVITRA, , , , 9999    YEARSYEARSYEARSYEARS    

ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP 
PaPaPaPavitra has gained confidence in vitra has gained confidence in vitra has gained confidence in vitra has gained confidence in 
himself. He also takes more interest himself. He also takes more interest himself. He also takes more interest himself. He also takes more interest 
in the class and helpin the class and helpin the class and helpin the class and helpssss    others in the others in the others in the others in the 
group. group. group. group.     

He discusses with He discusses with He discusses with He discusses with the the the the teacher teacher teacher teacher 
without hesitation.without hesitation.without hesitation.without hesitation.    

Though he is familiar with everyone Though he is familiar with everyone Though he is familiar with everyone Though he is familiar with everyone 
by now but he does not want to by now but he does not want to by now but he does not want to by now but he does not want to 
stay in hostel. stay in hostel. stay in hostel. stay in hostel.     

He has a He has a He has a He has a good voice and says good voice and says good voice and says good voice and says 
dialogues nicely but he feel shy dialogues nicely but he feel shy dialogues nicely but he feel shy dialogues nicely but he feel shy 
participating in dramaparticipating in dramaparticipating in dramaparticipating in drama    and dance.and dance.and dance.and dance.    

MATH MATH MATH MATH ----    He likes to do math with He likes to do math with He likes to do math with He likes to do math with 
all diya's. Omi bhaiya and Guddu all diya's. Omi bhaiya and Guddu all diya's. Omi bhaiya and Guddu all diya's. Omi bhaiya and Guddu 
bhaiya are his favorite teachers, bhaiya are his favorite teachers, bhaiya are his favorite teachers, bhaiya are his favorite teachers, 
because they play with him. because they play with him. because they play with him. because they play with him. and tell and tell and tell and tell 
stories and jokesstories and jokesstories and jokesstories and jokes    in the night time.in the night time.in the night time.in the night time.    

He has mastered tables upto 13. He has mastered tables upto 13. He has mastered tables upto 13. He has mastered tables upto 13.     

In division, In division, In division, In division, multiplication and multiplication and multiplication and multiplication and 
geometry he is confused.geometry he is confused.geometry he is confused.geometry he is confused.....    

PROJECTS CLASS PROJECTS CLASS PROJECTS CLASS PROJECTS CLASS ----    A good A good A good A good 
reader, Pavitra’s growth is hindered reader, Pavitra’s growth is hindered reader, Pavitra’s growth is hindered reader, Pavitra’s growth is hindered 
by his irregularity in the school. He by his irregularity in the school. He by his irregularity in the school. He by his irregularity in the school. He 
can be often can be often can be often can be often be be be be seen taking a strike seen taking a strike seen taking a strike seen taking a strike 
at tokens and coins.   at tokens and coins.   at tokens and coins.   at tokens and coins.       
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HINDI HINDI HINDI HINDI Language Language Language Language ----    Pavitra has Pavitra has Pavitra has Pavitra has 
learntlearntlearntlearnt    to read but he reads slowly.to read but he reads slowly.to read but he reads slowly.to read but he reads slowly.    

While taking dictation he makes lots While taking dictation he makes lots While taking dictation he makes lots While taking dictation he makes lots 
of mistakes in using matras. He has of mistakes in using matras. He has of mistakes in using matras. He has of mistakes in using matras. He has 
difficulty in making sendifficulty in making sendifficulty in making sendifficulty in making sentences and tences and tences and tences and 
writing due to matra relatedwriting due to matra relatedwriting due to matra relatedwriting due to matra related    mistakes. mistakes. mistakes. mistakes.     

We are encouraging him to read more We are encouraging him to read more We are encouraging him to read more We are encouraging him to read more 
and also listen carefully. He isand also listen carefully. He isand also listen carefully. He isand also listen carefully. He is    
distracteddistracteddistracteddistracted    most of the time, so he is most of the time, so he is most of the time, so he is most of the time, so he is 
unable to learn as well as others. He unable to learn as well as others. He unable to learn as well as others. He unable to learn as well as others. He 
has to be explained grammar concepts has to be explained grammar concepts has to be explained grammar concepts has to be explained grammar concepts 
also many times.also many times.also many times.also many times.    

English Language English Language English Language English Language ----    Pavitra has made Pavitra has made Pavitra has made Pavitra has made 
an effort towards improving his spellings an effort towards improving his spellings an effort towards improving his spellings an effort towards improving his spellings 
and and and and writing in the last six months.writing in the last six months.writing in the last six months.writing in the last six months.    

InInInIniiiitiatiatiatiallllly he was stubborn and was very ly he was stubborn and was very ly he was stubborn and was very ly he was stubborn and was very 
moody in class. Slowly he has started moody in class. Slowly he has started moody in class. Slowly he has started moody in class. Slowly he has started 
participating and he tries to finish his participating and he tries to finish his participating and he tries to finish his participating and he tries to finish his 
work within a time framework within a time framework within a time framework within a time frame. . . .     

He has had trouble with identifying He has had trouble with identifying He has had trouble with identifying He has had trouble with identifying 
'b,d,p' in his reading and writing but is 'b,d,p' in his reading and writing but is 'b,d,p' in his reading and writing but is 'b,d,p' in his reading and writing but is 
more conscious of the confusion. more conscious of the confusion. more conscious of the confusion. more conscious of the confusion.     

He delivered his lines loud and clear in He delivered his lines loud and clear in He delivered his lines loud and clear in He delivered his lines loud and clear in 
the drama. the drama. the drama. the drama.     
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ODIA LANGUAGEODIA LANGUAGEODIA LANGUAGEODIA LANGUAGE    ----    He is He is He is He is 
regular to the class. But his regular to the class. But his regular to the class. But his regular to the class. But his 
performance is below average. performance is below average. performance is below average. performance is below average. He He He He 
is being encouraged and is being encouraged and is being encouraged and is being encouraged and 
motivated to participate in motivated to participate in motivated to participate in motivated to participate in 
activities and learn.activities and learn.activities and learn.activities and learn.    

    

PROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTS    

(1)(1)(1)(1)    OWN CHOICE PROJECT OWN CHOICE PROJECT OWN CHOICE PROJECT OWN CHOICE PROJECT ----    
Pavitra Pavitra Pavitra Pavitra chose the topic housechose the topic housechose the topic housechose the topic house,,,,    as as as as 
it it it it is is is is of of of of importance importance importance importance to to to to everyone. everyone. everyone. everyone. He He He He 
discussed various aspects with his discussed various aspects with his discussed various aspects with his discussed various aspects with his 
friends friends friends friends ----    different types of houses, different types of houses, different types of houses, different types of houses, 
mamamamaterials terials terials terials useuseuseusedddd    for for for for construction of construction of construction of construction of 
houses, whouses, whouses, whouses, why we need a house, who hy we need a house, who hy we need a house, who hy we need a house, who 
makes makes makes makes and how and how and how and how it is it is it is it is made made made made into a into a into a into a 
home, how home, how home, how home, how animals makanimals makanimals makanimals make their e their e their e their 
house and live.house and live.house and live.house and live.    

He participated in the carol singing too. Though he has some days of mischief he is He participated in the carol singing too. Though he has some days of mischief he is He participated in the carol singing too. Though he has some days of mischief he is He participated in the carol singing too. Though he has some days of mischief he is 
working more now.working more now.working more now.working more now.    
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(2)ME AND MYSELF PROJECT (2)ME AND MYSELF PROJECT (2)ME AND MYSELF PROJECT (2)ME AND MYSELF PROJECT ----    he he he he said he said he said he said he feels he is feels he is feels he is feels he is like the like the like the like the wind. Lwind. Lwind. Lwind. Like ike ike ike the the the the 
wind he cannot controlwind he cannot controlwind he cannot controlwind he cannot control    himselfhimselfhimselfhimself    and concentrate. He gets angry when someone scolds and concentrate. He gets angry when someone scolds and concentrate. He gets angry when someone scolds and concentrate. He gets angry when someone scolds 
or criticizes him. or criticizes him. or criticizes him. or criticizes him.     

(3) FAMILY (3) FAMILY (3) FAMILY (3) FAMILY ----    He laughed when he He laughed when he He laughed when he He laughed when he heard the particular heard the particular heard the particular heard the particular names given to various names given to various names given to various names given to various 
relations and family members. Arelations and family members. Arelations and family members. Arelations and family members. As in thes in thes in thes in their native languir native languir native languir native language age age age they have very few words they have very few words they have very few words they have very few words 
indicating a relation. indicating a relation. indicating a relation. indicating a relation.     

(4) BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET PLACE (4) BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET PLACE (4) BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET PLACE (4) BUYING and SELLING AT A MARKET PLACE ----    when Pavitra buys when Pavitra buys when Pavitra buys when Pavitra buys 
things, then he feels proud, he is able to add and subtract correctly. But when he things, then he feels proud, he is able to add and subtract correctly. But when he things, then he feels proud, he is able to add and subtract correctly. But when he things, then he feels proud, he is able to add and subtract correctly. But when he 
is given word problems in math class, he gets confused. He says “ Didi I is given word problems in math class, he gets confused. He says “ Didi I is given word problems in math class, he gets confused. He says “ Didi I is given word problems in math class, he gets confused. He says “ Didi I 
understand, when I go to Koraput I'll bunderstand, when I go to Koraput I'll bunderstand, when I go to Koraput I'll bunderstand, when I go to Koraput I'll buy and eat, but in math class I am finding uy and eat, but in math class I am finding uy and eat, but in math class I am finding uy and eat, but in math class I am finding 
it difficult”.it difficult”.it difficult”.it difficult”.    

(5) PLANTS (5) PLANTS (5) PLANTS (5) PLANTS ----    Pavitra is most happy doing things practically. He was very Pavitra is most happy doing things practically. He was very Pavitra is most happy doing things practically. He was very Pavitra is most happy doing things practically. He was very 
excited to do germination aexcited to do germination aexcited to do germination aexcited to do germination and nd nd nd later later later later when a tiny sprout grew out.when a tiny sprout grew out.when a tiny sprout grew out.when a tiny sprout grew out.    
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During indoor games, he prefersDuring indoor games, he prefersDuring indoor games, he prefersDuring indoor games, he prefers    to beto beto beto be    
with boys. with boys. with boys. with boys.     

However, if some of his group mates However, if some of his group mates However, if some of his group mates However, if some of his group mates 
do not play well, and they are do not play well, and they are do not play well, and they are do not play well, and they are unable unable unable unable 
to get runs and points, he gets upset. to get runs and points, he gets upset. to get runs and points, he gets upset. to get runs and points, he gets upset. 
He He He He feels happy when his group plays feels happy when his group plays feels happy when his group plays feels happy when his group plays 
and scores well.and scores well.and scores well.and scores well. 

(6) LIVING AND NON LIVING (6) LIVING AND NON LIVING (6) LIVING AND NON LIVING (6) LIVING AND NON LIVING 
THING THING THING THING ----    After the project he After the project he After the project he After the project he 
said we human beings are not said we human beings are not said we human beings are not said we human beings are not 
good, rather trees, birds and non good, rather trees, birds and non good, rather trees, birds and non good, rather trees, birds and non 
living thing are very better because living thing are very better because living thing are very better because living thing are very better because 
we cut the tree, kill animals and we cut the tree, kill animals and we cut the tree, kill animals and we cut the tree, kill animals and 
hurt thehurt thehurt thehurt the    nonnonnonnon----living thingsliving thingsliving thingsliving things    alsoalsoalsoalso....    

GAMES GAMES GAMES GAMES ----    he likes to play all he likes to play all he likes to play all he likes to play all 
games and enjoys with everyone. games and enjoys with everyone. games and enjoys with everyone. games and enjoys with everyone.  

 


